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Abstract

A 200keV heavy ion beam probe (HIBP) on the Compact Helical System

torsatron/heliotron uses a newly proposed method [Review of Scientific In-

struments 63 3694(1992)] in order to control complicated beam trajectories in

non-axisymmetrical devices. As a result, the HIBP has successfully measured

potential profiles of the toroidal helical plasma. The article will describe the re-

sults of the potential profile measurements, together with the HIBP hardware

system and procedures to realize the method.
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I. Introduction
The heavy ion beam probe (HIBP) is a unique diagnostic to obtain the

information of potential and electron density of plasma interior [2-8] where

the electron temperature and density are too high to insert traditional probes.

Plasma potential is an important physics quantity for a non-axisymmetric

system, such as a torsatron, bumpy torus, since it is associated with plasma

confinement and heating efficiency. However, a non-axisymmetrical magnetic

field provides a difficult environment for application of HIBPs owing to 3-D

beam trajectories[9-ll].

An active trajectory control method was proposed for an HIBP of the

Compact Helical System (CHS) heliotron/torsatron in order to manage the

complicated trajectories[1]. A set of differential equations was found for this

method as a conceptual principle to determine sweep voltages to control prob-

ing beams for any observation points. A technically essential point to realize

this method is an introduction of a secondary beam sweep system in addition

to the primary sweep. This scheme gives the following advantages; (1) reduc-

ing the potential measurement error caused by uncertainty of beam injection

angle into the energy analyzer, (2) expanding the applicable configurations and

the observation regions, (3) keeping the energy analyzer away from locations

where the magnetic field will disturb the determination of the beam energy.

A 200keV HIBP has been constructed on the CHS, and we have recently

obtained potential profiles of rather low density (he < 1 x 1013cm~3) plasmas.

In this article, we will describe the HIBP system and essential components for

the active trajectory control method, and we will present experimental results

of potential profile measurements.

II. Principle of Active Trajectory Control

A theoretical guiding principle is given to predict a precise trajectory for

the active control[l]. Probing beam trajectories are uniquely determined by

beam energy Ko, sweep voltages Vi, and a parameter indicating an ionization

point on primary beam trajectory p. Infinitesimal changes of these parameters

produce corresponding changes in the observation point, the secondary beam

position and injection angle at the entrance slit of the energy analyzer, and



other beam parameters of concern. The situation is expressed simply as

(1)

where VJ-are. the sweep voltages, and .Ej represents trajectory parameters; the

radial coordinate of ionization point i£ion, the secondary beam positions and

injection angles on the entrance slit Xa^t, Idit5 Aut a n d V'sUt? an<i so on.

If four sweep voltages are provided, the four parameters Xsut, Kut? $slit and

ipslit can be kept constant during a radial scan with a fixed beam energy. By

substituting the condition AX^t ^ A ^ u t = A0sut = A<£>siit = 0, Eq. (1) in the

matrix form can describe the condition as follows,
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After finding a initial beam trajectory parameter set Ko, V{ (i = 1,2,3,4) and

p (a reference beam trajectory), integration of Eq. (2) yields sweep voltage

combinations whose corresponding trajectories pass at an entrance slit point

with a proper angle. If the reference beam trajectory is chosen excellently, the

obtained set of trajectories may have ionization points covering all over the

magnetic flux surface. It has also been proven using Eq. (1) that an observation

point is uniquely determined when the sweep voltages V{ (i = 1,2,3,4) and

the beam energy Ko are given.

III. Experimental Set-up for Active Control
III-l. Compact Helical System

The major and average minor radii of the CHS are R =1.0m and a =0.20

m, respectively. A pair of helical winding coils and four pairs of poloidal

coils are equipped with the CHS for controlling the magnetic field axis and

the configuration. The poloidal and toroidal period numbers of the CHS are



1 = 2 and m = 8, respectively. In the CHS, magnetic field configurations are

identified by the magnetic axis position i?ax.

Ill-2. Observation Points
In the HIBP system, the primary beam is injected into plasma through

the top port, and the secondary beam comes out from the plasma through the

horizontal port which is toroidally away from the injection port by rtor =22.5°.

A schematic view of the HIBP system is shown in Fig. 1.

For the magnetic field configuration whose axis and field strength are i?ax =

94.9cm and BQ = IT, respectively, the beam parameters needed to observe the

magnetic axis are Ko =74kV, Vi = -568 V, V2 = -507 V, V3 = 120 V and

V4 = —36 V when a cesium beam is used. By integrating Eq. (2) with the

above parameters as an initial condition, we can obtain the observation point

line shown in Fig. 2a. In this calculation the parameter p is chosen to be the

vertical coordinate of the ionization position Zian.

The actual observation points are distributed along the toroidal direction,

and the points shown in the figure are the projections obtained by tracing

the magnetic field line from the actual observation points. The toroidal angle

rtor of the actual observation points is also shown in Fig. 2b, where rtor = 0

corresponds to the center of the beam injection top port where the magnetic

flux surface is vertically elongated as shown in Fig. 2a. The corresponding

sweep voltages combination is also demonstated in Fig. 2c; (Vi, V2) and (V3,

V4) represent the voltages of the octupole sweeper on the injection and analyzer

sides, respectively.

Figure 3 shows the observation points for the magnetic field configuration

whose axis and field strength are R&x = 92.1cm and Bo = IT, respectively.

The beam parameters to observe the magnetic axis are Ko =88kV, V\ = —150

V, V2 = 1397 V, Vz = 400 V and V4 = 88 V when a cesium beam is used.

III-3. Beam Sweeping System
A wide opening is required for the secondary beam sweep system in order to

obtain secondary beams coming from birth points which are widely distributed

in plasma. For this purpose, we choose an pctupole deflector, in which four



extra plates are used to keep the electric field uniform across most of its wide

opening. The conceptual view is illustrated in Fig. 4. In the octupole system,

the plates are made of aluminum, and the width and length of each plate and

4.5 cm and 40 cm, respectively. The distance between plates facing each other

doct is 14 cm.

When the voltages of the plates satisfy the following relation

V°ct = -V°ct = V,XI

V°ct = -V6°
ci = (Vx +

Vf* = ~V7°
Ct = Vy,

v4
oct = -v°ct = ~{vx - vy)/V2.

(3)

the octupole generates a widely uniform electric field E% ~ 2Vx/doct, Ey ~

2Vy/doct. Note that the primary sweep voltages Vj, V2, or the secondary sweep

voltages V3, V4 corresponds to the above defined voltages Vx, Vy, respectively.

Figure 4 also demonstrates the potential inside the octupole calculated using

the Boundary Elemental Method (BEM) when Vx = 0 V and Vy = 1 V. The

electric field is used in the trajectory calculations. The electric field can be

regarded as being uniform in the region where the distance from the center is

r < r0 ~ 4.5cm.

A high voltage amplifier (Trek 609A-3) is used as a power supply for each

plate of the octupoles to realize a high repetition rate for potential profile

measurements. The gain and slew rate of the high voltage amplifier are 1000

and 30V///.S, respectively. The maximum current capacity of the amplifier is

2mA.

The control system of the sweep voltages should be programmable since

the combination of voltages are not composed of simple functions such as a

sinusoids, triangular or square waves as was already shown in Figs. 2 and

3. We use a programmable Digital Analog Converter (DAC, Kinetic 3115),

which has 4kByte of memory for each channel, to make any function forms.

The output signals from the DAC are led into the amplifier inputs, and then

the desirable high voltages are produced from the amplifiers.



III-4. Detectors on Secondary Beam Line
The energy of the secondary beams is measured with a 30° parallel plate

energy analyzer [12-15]. Beam energy is indicated by the vertical position of the

beam on the detector inside the analyzer. The energy analyzer has a secondary

order focusing property for injection angle 0, and a first order focusing property

for the injection angle (p. A detector behind the analyzer and in line with the

desired injection angle of 0 = 30°, (p — 0° is used the analyzer to examine

whether the injection angle is correct. Figure 5 shows the schematic view of

the analyzer, and the definition of the injection angles 6, <p.

The split plate detector is used as a detector of the energy analyzer since the

detector has a sufficient sensitivity to the beam movement [14,15]. As shown

in Fig. 5d, the split plate detector is composed of four separate metal plates

which are separated by gaps of several hundred fim and electrically isolated

from each other. Each plate has a rectangular shape whose height and width

are 5mm and 30mm, respectively. The beam position on the split plate detector

are known from the normalized right-left £RL and up-down balances £UD whose

definitions are
> JR-h > iy-ip ,,x
SRL = " - T - , ?UD = " - T - , (4)

tR + IL IV + «D

respectively, where ZR and ii, are the sum of the secondary current on the

right and left plates, respectively, and iy and z'p are the sum of the secondary

current on the up and down plates, respectively, With the assumption that the

secondary beam density is uniform, the horizontal and vertical displacements

can be written as
. w. h.

Ax = — £RL, Ay = -£UD, (5)

respectively, where w and h are the width and height of the entrance slit of

the analyzer, respectively. The present height of the entrance slit is 2mm, and

the width can be varied from 0 to 40mm.

IV. Experimental Results
rV-1. Trajectory Confirmation Using Gas Ionization

It is an indispensable procedure to confirm that a calculated voltage com-

bination gives the proper probing beam trajectory. A gas ionization process



is available for this purpose; primary beams are injected into the target mag-

netic field configuration filled with a gas, and the injected primary beam is the

ionized through collisions with neutral particles [16]. The detectable secondary

beam current is small since the ionization cross sections are smaller compared

to those with the plasma, and the charge transfer from neutral gas particles

to the beam particles is also a dominant process. If the beam trajectory is

controlled properly, the produced secondary beams enter into the energy ana-

lyzer with constant up-down £UD an<^ right-left £RL balances during the radial

scans. Particularly, to keep the up-down balance constant is quite important

since the parameter £UD is directly related to the potential measurements.

Before a calibration using the gas ionization, the primary beam injection

angle was checked without magnetic field with a set of wires located about

40cm away from the octupole deflector on the injection side. The primary

beam orbit with the magnetic field was also confirmed with a movable detector

located on the magnetic axis. Both experiments showed that the primary beam

line was in a good agreement with the assumption of the trajectory calculation.

Figure 6 shows (a) time evolutions of the sweep voltages (b) the total

secondary intensity with the vertical position of the observation points Z-lon

and (c) normalized right-left balance £RL> arid normalized up-down balance £UD

during radial scanning, for the case of the magnetic configuration whose axis

location is Rax =94.9 cm. The amplifier gain for secondary current detection

was O.lV/nA. If a plasma were present, the voltage combinations at t = 0 and

t = 100ms would correspond to its lower and upper edges. The total secondary

intensity becomes larger as the ionization point moves toward the upper edge.

This can be ascribed to the beam attenuation and the sample volume size

difference. Trajectory calculations show that the sample volume size is larger

at the upper edge than the lower edge. The secondary trajectories were also

checked using the secondary beam detector set behind the analyzer along a

0 = 30° line. The same sweep voltages were used but the analyzer voltage was

grounded. This experiment confirmed that the secondary beam entered into

the energy analyzer at the proper angle of $ = 30°, </? = 0°.

Figure 7 shows another example of the gas calibration experiments for the

target magnetic field with magnetic field axis location of i?ax =92.1 cm. The



tends are similar to the previous case. The voltage combination at t = 0

corresponds to the lower edge of the plasma, and the ionization points moves

toward the upper edge with an increase of time. The rapid decrease around

the upper edge can be ascribed to the beam being scraped off. In both cases,

the up-down balance is kept sufficiently constant during the radial scan. The

right-left (horizontal) balance is also kept nearly constant during the radial

scan.

In these gas calibration experiments the horizontal width of entrance slit

is chosen to be 4cm in order to obtain a sufficient secondary beam intensity.

According to the trajectory calculation, the sample volumes become larger as

the entrance slit widens, and therefore, it may no longer be assumed that the

secondary beam density is uniform on the split plate detector in the horizontal

direction. Hence, an accurate horizontal beam position can not be estimated

from the right-left balance in the gas ionization experiments.

IV-2. Measurements of Potential Profiles
Measurements of potential profiles were performed in electron cyclotron

(ECH) and neutral beam injection (NBI) heated plasmas with low electron

density of ne < 1 x 1013cm~3. Here we will present a potential profile in a

low density NBI plasma with a magnetic field axis position and magnetic field

strength of i?ax =92.lcm and 0.9T, respectively. For these conditions, the

necessary beam energy is 72keV.

Figure 8 shows results of profile measurements in an NBI heated plasma;

(a) the total secondary signal and the average radius of the ionization point

at which the secondary is produced, and (b) the normalized right-left balance

£R.L and the normalized up-down balance £UD> The current amplifier gain was

O.OlV/nA. The average radius of the outermost magnetic surface is 0.19 m for

this plasma. A full scan of potential profiles takes about 4ms in this case. The

entrance slit was chosen to be 1.4cm in order to reduce the sample volume

size. The change of right-left balance is larger than in the gas ionization

experiments, but it still has a negligible effect on the potential measurement

as will be shown in the discussion. The total secondary intensity signal goes to

zero around the plasma edges on the upper and lower edges. This also confirms



the validity of the trajectory control. Note that the upper side may have beam

scraped-off, as was seen in the gas ionization experiments. Here the up-down

signal shows that the potential is negative.

The absolute value of the space potential is determined from the up-down

balance from

<f> = 2VP[F{8, < ^ U D + G(6, <p)] -VA = <j>0 + <f>oSset + <f>COTI, ( 6 )

where Vp and VA. are the parallel plate voltage and accelerator voltage, respec-

tively, and F and G are the characteristic functions of the analyzer. The three

terms are defined as

<j>o = 2VpF(30°, 0 ° ) 6 J D

= 2VpG(30°, 0°) - VA

= 2Vp[AF(Ad, A^)£UD + AG(A0, A<p)] .
(7)

The terms <f>o, Offset? and <f>COTr represent the relative change of potential, the

offset due to the balance between accelerator and electrode voltages, and the

correction owing to the change of the injection angles, respectively.

Accuracy of the offset ôffset depends on the precision of the function

G(30°, 0°) and the measurement of the high voltages Vp and VA. A small un-

certainty in the high voltage values results in a large error in the absolute value

of the potential. However, the relative potential <f>Q = 2VpF(30°, 0°)^UD in Eq.

(7) can be estimated with sufficient precision. For the case of KQ(= VA) = 72

keV, the potential is estimated as (j>0 ~ 440£UD since a calibration before

installation gave ^(30°, 0°) ~ 1.5 x 10"2, G(30°, 0°) ~ 2.45(14]. There-

fore, using £UD(0) — —0.4, the potential on the magnetic field axis is about

(£o(0) c± —200V. Note that the observation point at the lower edge is located

inside of the outermost magnetic surface, as is known from Fig. 3a. That is

the reason why the total secondary signal at the point is not completely zero.



V. Discussion
V-l. Reduction of Error due to Injection Angle

The third term in Eq. (6) is associated with the measurement error due

to the deviation of the beam injection angle. The error should be reduced

with the active control used in these experiments. The functions F and G are

explicitly written as

h sin(0 + 9d)
F(0, <p) =

G(0, <p) =
L tan $ — a cos cp

2d sin 29 tan 6 cos <x
(8)

where L, a(= hi + h2), d and 9& represent the horizontal distance between the

entrance slit and the split plate detector, the vertical length of drift space, the

distance between electrodes and the angle of detector surface inclination to the

horizontal direction (see Fig. 5), respectively; L — 496.1mm, a = 98.9mm,

d = 75.0mm and 8^ = 60° in the energy analyzer of the CHS HIBP. Expanding

the above expression in a Taylor series around 6 = 30°, <p = 0°,

AF(A0, Acp) = ^(30°, 0°) (-5N/3/3A0 + 1/2A<?2 + • • •) ,

AG(A0, Av?) = G(30°, 0°)(3/2A<^2 + • • • ) ,
(9)

where A0 = 0 — 30°, Aip = ip in radian. By substituting these expressions into

Eq. (7), we obtain

, 0°)(3/2AV?2 + •

(10)

The injection angle (p can be estimated from the right-left balance param-

eter £RX a s ^•Sin(P = W£RL/2L (see Eq. (5)). The right-left balance ^Rijn Fig.

8b is less than 0.5, which gives Acp < 0.5° (tan> < 7.2 x 10"3). Then Eq. (9)

yields AG/G < 7.8 x 10"5. We can also obtain AF/F <0.02 if A0 is assumed

to be the same as A<p. For the case of V& = 72keV, Vp = 14.7keV, and hence,

|^c o r r |<0.02|^o| + 5.7<10 (V)

where we have substituted |̂ o,moa;| = 200V. We conclude, therefore, that in our

potential profile measurements the active trajectory control method success-

10



fully reduced the error caused by the change of the secondary beam injection

angles to less than 10V.

V-2. Effects of UV Radiation and Magnetic Field
The active trajectory control method allows the energy analyzer to be

moved away from the region where magnetic field and UV radiation from the

plasma may disturb normal analyzer operation. As a result, we have never en-

countered any UV loading or magnetic field problems with the energy analyzer

for any plasmas of the CHS.

The octupole deflector, however, is set close to the plasma. In higher

density plasmas with NBI (ne > 1 x 1013cm~3), the secondary beam sweep

plates frequently could not hold the proper voltages, probably since the strong

radiation from the plasmas induces small arcs. The easiest way to solve the

problem is to reinforce the power supply capability.

Actually, the proper voltage could be held when we used another high

voltage amplifier (Trek 664) whose slew rate and current capacity are 180

V///s and 20mA, respectively. Figure 9 shows the monitored voltages on a

pair of octupole plates using two different high voltage amplifiers (Trek 664

and Trek 609-A) when the plasma density is about ne = 6 x 1013cm~3. It is

clear that the power supply with high performance can hold the voltage well

while the other loses control of the voltage.

The monitored current for the Trek 664 is also shown in Fig. 9b, together

with a radiation signal measured with a pyrometer. The observed spiky current

flow is considered to be induced according to small arcs when the plasma UV

radiation is strong. Thus, high slew rate and large current capacity will be

important, and it is also expected that improvement of the octupole structure

may reduce the necessary slew rate and current capacity.

In conclusion, the active trajectory control method works successfully for

HIBPs such as one on the CHS torsatron/heliotron, giving the following ad-

vantages; (i) reduction of the error caused by uncertainty of the injection angle

of the beam, (ii) extension of observable range, (iii) reduction of magnetic field

disturbances on the energy analyzer. The method will be applicable for other

plasmas.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1: A conceptual view of the 200 keV heavy ion beam probe on the CHS.
The port of the energy analyzer is located away from the injection port

. by 22.5° in the toroidal direction.

Fig. 2: Observation points for the magnetic field configuration whose axis po-
sition is i?ax =94.9 cm in the CHS.(a) Location of the observation points
on a magnetic flux surface by tracing the magnetic field line (b) the
toroidal coordinate of the observation points (c) corresponding sweep
voltage combinations.

Fig. 3: Observation points for the magnetic field configuration whose axis posi-
tion is Rax =92.1 cm in the CHS. (a) Location of the observation points
on a magnetic flux surface by tracing the magnetic field line (b) the
toroidal coordinate of the observation points (c) corresponding sweep
voltage combinations.

Fig. 4: (a) Schematic view of octupole deflector system (b) potential distribu-
tion inside the octupole deflectors.

Fig. 5: Beam detection and energy analyzing system, (a) Side view of energy
analyzer, (b) top view of energy analyzer, (c) side view of split plate
detector, (d) front view of split plate detector.

Fig. 6: Trajectory calibration using gas ionization process for magnetic field
configuration whose magnetic axis is R^ =94.9 cm. (a) Sweep voltage
time evolution, (b) total secondary beam intensity and the vertical coor-
dinate of the ionization point Zion, (c) normalized right-left and up-down
balances obtained with helium gas ionization.

Fig. 7: Trajectory calibration using gas ionization process for magnetic field
configuration whose magnetic axis is 92.1 cm. (a) Sweep voltage time
evolution, (b) total secondary beam intensity and the vertical coordi-
nate of the ionization point Z-lori, (c) normalized right-left and up-down
balances obtained with helium gas ionization.

Fig. 8: An example of the potential profile measurements in a NBI plasma
whose magnetic axis is located on R^ =92.1 cm. Time evolutions of (a)
total secondary beam intensity with average radius of the observation

14



point, and (b) normalized right-left balance £RL and normalized up-down

balance £UD-

Fig. 9: (a) Voltages on plates of the octupole deflector using two different
high voltage amplifiers (Trek 609-A, Trek 664). The slew rates of the
Trek 664 and the Trek 609-A are 180V///S and 30V///, respectively. The
current capacity of the Trek 664 and the Trek 609-A are 20mA and 2mA,
respectively, (b) Induced current flow moniterd for the Trek 664 (solid
line), together with a pyrometer signal (dashed line).
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